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Deep eutectic solvents – based green absorbents for effective 
volatile organochlorine compounds removal from biogas 

Patrycja Makoś-Chełstowska*a, Edyta Słupek a, Jacek Gębicki a 

Volatile organochlorine compounds (VOXs) presented in biogas can cause many technological and environmental problems. 

During the combustion of biogas containing VOXs, the corrosion of installation, as well as the formation of toxic by-products 

(polyhalogenated dioxins and furans) and further emission to the atmosphere, may occur. Therefore, in this study, a new 

procedure based on physical absorption was developed. In order to meet the requirements of green chemistry and green 

engineering, new deep eutectic solvents (DESs) composed of natural components were used in the absorption studies. 

Several physical properties of new DESs were determined, followed by an explanation of the absorbents formation 

mechanism, by means of spectroscopic analysis, and density functional theory. The most important absorption parameters 

i.e. type of DES, gas flowrate, kind of matrix gas, temperature, and initial concentrations of VOXs were optimized. The 

obtained results indicate that DES composed of syringol and levulinic acid in 1:1 molar ratio could absorb VOXs efficiently. 

In addition, the DES regeneration studies demonstrated that the absorption capacities of DES did not change after ten 

absorption-desorption cycles. Studies on the absorption mechanisms indicate that the H-bonding and van der Waals 

interactions are the main driving force for the VOXs removal from biogas.

Introduction 

Currently, biogas production is of growing importance 

because of its economic and environmental advantages1–3. 

Biogas is a biofuel formed from the decomposition of organic 

resources and waste in the anaerobic digestion process. The 

detailed chemical composition depends mostly on the kind of 

raw materials used in the fermentation process. Typically, 

biogas contains methane (30-70% v/v) and carbon dioxide (15-

30 % v/v), as well as small amounts of other gases i.e. nitrogen, 

oxygen, water vapour, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and 

numerous volatile organic compounds (VOCs)4,5.   

Nowadays, there is a need to develop an effective and 

economically advantageous technology of biogas treatment to 

the parameters of high-methane gas (natural gas and 

compressed natural gas). The demand results from the 

introduction of a 2030 Framework for climate and energy in 

which 27% share of renewable energy consumption, by the 

European Union (EU)6. In addition, the UE parliament plans to 

increase the energy target to 35% by 2030. To achieve these 

targets, EU countries must significantly increase biogas 

production from waste materials and inject it into transmission 

networks or use it as a transport fuel. In order to introduce 

biogas into the natural gas network or use it as alternative 

transport fuels, biogas must be treated to meet certain quality 

parameters. 

Volatile organochlorine compounds (VOXs) are one of the 

most technologically troublesome groups of chemical 

compounds in biogas. VOXs are mainly presented in biogas from 

sewage treatment plants and landfills7. The total VOX 

concentration in the biogas stream is typically in the range of 

259 to 1239 mg/m3 4,8–10. Typically in biogas stream VOX 

included 1,1,1-trichloroethan, 1,1-dichloroethane, 1,1-

dichloroethene, 1,2-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethene, 

carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, tetrachloroethylene, 

tetrachloroethane, dichloromethane, trichloroethene can be 

identified 4,8,11–13. They come from the chemicals used for 

wastewater and water treatment, disposal of solvents and 

refrigerants, as well as solid wastes i.e. polyvinyl chloride or 

some types of biomass14.  During the biogas combustion 

process, chlorine compounds react with water vapour forming 

hydrochloric acid, which corrodes the surface in the combustion 

chamber. In addition, organic chlorinated compounds can lead 

to the formation of toxic by-products i.e. polyhalogenated 

dioxins and furans in combustion processes15. Uncontrolled 

emission of VOXs to the atmosphere can lead to the destruction 

of the ozone layer and can provide to the formation of 

photochemical smog as well as global warming.  

Due to this, the biogas purification step is a necessity to 

process to protect the engines and environment16. There are 

several technologies dedicated to the removal of VOX from the 

gas stream i.e. physical absorption, condensation, biofiltration, 

and adsorption based on activated carbon17–19. However, most 

of these methods require the application of toxic solvents, high 

running, and capital investment costs, as well as long-time 

operation. The replacement or development of these 

techniques is one of the most important challenges of our days 
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for the energetic industry. Physical absorption is considered to 

be an appropriate method that meets the standards of green 

technology and engineering, which can have practical use in 

industry because it can be cheap, effective, and 

environmentally friendly20,21. However, the necessary condition 

is the selection of an appropriate solvent. The ideal absorbent 

should be characterized by low viscosity, relatively low toxic, 

low vapor pressure, high boiling point, high absorption capacity, 

ease to regenerate, and low cost22. One of the solvents that 

have all these characteristics is water. Water is commonly used 

in biogas purification processes, mainly for CO2 capture23–25. 

However, due to the fact that the most of the volatile 

organochlorine compounds are hydrophobic, water is not an 

appropriate solvent in the absorption process. For hydrophobic 

components silicone oil,26 or glycerol, squalene, dinonyl 

phthalate,27 poly(N-methylpyrrole), poly(N-

methylpyrrole/polystyrenesulfonate),28 are preferred.  

However, some of these solvents are toxic and have not 

enough sorption capacity. Therefore, alternative “green 

solvents” are sought to substitute the currently used organic 

solvents. The first type of well-studied alternative solvents is 

ionic liquids (ILs) which are salts in the liquid state29,30. ILs have 

unique physicochemical properties that can be tunable through 

various suitable combinations of cations and ions. Despite the 

many advantages of ILs application as absorbents including low 

vapor pressure, hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, and high 

absorption capacity, they come with issues like toxicity, poor 

biodegradability, flammable and expensive preparation, and 

manufacturing30–33. The second type of eco-friendly media 

utilized as absorbents are Deep Eutectic Solvents (DESs). DESs 

are eutectic mixtures consisting mainly of two or more 

compounds in a certain molar ratio. In complex one of the 

components acts as a hydrogen bond donor (HBD) and the 

other as a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA). In consequence, DESs 

have melting points (MP) lower than the separate components. 

DESs synthesis is simple, no by-products are formed and do not 

require further treatment steps and expensive apparatus. DESs 

have similar physicochemical properties to ILs, but in addition, 

DESs characterized by non-toxicity, relatively good 

biodegradability, and possibility to recallability. Such features 

make DESs widely applied in the separation processes i.e. 

extraction,34–38 absorption,39–44 and adsorption.45 However, 

current studies on the application of DESs in gas separations are 

mainly limited to the removal of inorganic compounds from gas 

streams i.e. ammonia,39 carbon dioxide,46 hydrogen sulfide,47 

water,48 or sulfur dioxide49 from air, waste gases or 

hydrocarbon gases. Only a few works describe volatile organic 

compounds i.e. sulfides,43 siloxanes,22,50  toluene44,51. To the 

best of our knowledge, there are no works dedicated to the 

removal of volatile organochlorine compounds from the model 

or real biogas streams using DESs. However, in the future, this 

approach can lead to creating a pioneering biogas purification 

technology in which the end product will be high-methane gas 

which can be directly introduced into transmission networks.  
In practice, substances selected for DES synthesis should contain 

the following groups: -OH, -COOH, -O-CH3, or =O in order to the 
formation of stable DES structures.52 Based on  the previous studies 

the most stable DES complexes are formed by strong hydrogen 

bonds. Other weaker non-bonded interaction have a lower impact 

on the durability of DES structures in various processes. 53–56 In 

addition, the active groups of DES should interact with selected 

impurities, but the interaction should not be too strong to allow 

desorption of pollutants after the absorption process. However, DESs 

should not or only slightly absorb methane. It is acceptable to absorb 

a maximum of 2 % methane 57. For meet the requirements of the bio-

refinery and sustainable development concept, components of DES 

should come from biomass, fermentation broth, or other readily 

available sources. 58 

The paper presents the synthesis of new, never-before-

published deep eutectic solvents and their use as absorbents for 

the removal of VOXs from the model biogas stream. Several 

physical properties of DESs such as viscosity, density, and 

melting point have been investigated. Molecular characteristics 

of new DESs were studied by means of Attenuated total 

reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR–FTIR) 

as well as proton and carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance 

(1H NMR and 13C NMR). Experimental results were compared 

with theoretical studies based on density functional theory 

(DFT). The absorption process was optimized in terms of DES 

selection, absorption temperature, gas flow, biogas 

compositions, and initial concentration of VOX. In addition, the 

possibility of reusability and regeneration of DES were 

examined. The mechanism of VOX removal from gas streams 

using DESs was explained by means of DFT and spectroscopic 

analysis. 

Experimental 

Materials 
The following reagents were used in this study: ±camphor (C) 

with purity ≥ 95%, guaiacol (Gu) with purity ≥ 99%, syringole (Syr) 

with purity ≥ 98%, levulinic acid (Lev) with purity 97%, 1,1,2,2-

tetrachloroethane (TCE) with purity ≥ 98%, 2,2,2-trichloroethanol 

(TCEtOH) with purity ≥ 99%, dichloromethane (DCM) with purity ≥ 

99%, chloroform (CF) with purity ≥ 99%, carbon tetrachloride (TCM) 

with purity ≥ 99% were purchase from Sigma-Aldrich (USA).  

High purity gases i.e. nitrogen (Linde Gas, Poland), air generated by 

a DK50 compressor with a membrane dryer (Ekkom, Poland), 

methane (Linde Gas, Poland), and hydrogen generated by Precision 

Hydrogen 1200 Generator (PEAK Scientific, Scotland, UK), were used 

for the preparation of biogas and chromatographic analysis. 

 

Procedures 
Preparation of DES 

DESs were formed by combining ±camphor, guaiacol, syringole, 

and levulinic acid in a 1:1 mole ratio. DES composed of ±camphor and 

levulicic acid was mixing in a 1:2 mole ratio. The mixture of DES was 

stirred magnetically at 60°C until a homogeneous liquid was 

obtained. The received DESs fluids were then left to cool to room 

temperature (RT). 
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Structural and physicochemical properties of DESs 

In order to the structural analysis of new DESs, the ATR–FTIR 

spectra were recorded by means of a Bruker Tensor 27 

spectrometer (Bruker, USA) with an ATR  accessory and OPUS 

software (Bruker, USA). The following parameters were used: 

spectral range: 4000 - 600 cm-1; resolution: 4.5 cm-1; number of 

sample scans 256; number of background scans 256; slit width 

0.5 cm. In addition, NMR spectra of new DESs were prepared in 

5 mm tubes by weighing 20 mg of a DES and inserting 0.7 mL of 

chloroform-d1. The measurements were carried out at 20°C, 

using Bruker Avance III HD 400 MHz (Bruker, USA). 

The melting point (MP) of DESs was determined visually by 

cooling DESs to -48°C in cryostat (HUBER, Germany), followed 

by a temperature increase at 1°C/min. The MP was adopted as 

the temperature at which the first change in the DES aggregate 

state was observed. The density and viscosity of liquid DESs 

were measured using 5 mL of absorbents in a temperature 

range of 25 to 50°C, using BROOKFIELD LVDV-II + viscometer 

(Labo-Plus, Poland), and DMA 4500M density meter (Anton 

Paar, Poland). 

 
Absorption process 

The biogas was prepared by means of the bubbling occurrence.  

Nitrogen or mixture of gases CH4:CO2:N2:H2O in various volume ratio 

was crossed through a vial including 1 mL of all VOXs. The created 

stream was diluted with nitrogen (or gas mixture) to reach the 

desired concentration of VOXs in the biogas stream. In the next step, 

biogas was directed to the column containing DES, in which the 

absorption process took place based on bubbling. The cleaned biogas 

stream was directed to the fume hood. The absorption installation 

used in this work is presented in Fig. 1.  

During the absorption process, gas samples were collected 

before and after the introduction into the absorption column and 

analyzed by gas chromatography.  

The absorption capacity (q) was calculated using Equations 

1-3, in terms of the mass of selected VOX mass absorbed (mVOX) 

by the mass of DES (mDES) used to attain complete saturation 

(tsat): 

 
𝑑(𝑚𝑉𝑂𝑋)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐹 ∙ 𝐶𝐼𝑁 − 𝐹 ∙ 𝐶(𝑡)      (1) 

𝑚𝑉𝑂𝑋 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝐶𝐼𝑁 ∙ [𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑡 − ∫
𝐶(𝑡)

𝐶𝐼𝑁
∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑡

0
]    (2) 

𝑞 =
𝑚𝑉𝑂𝑋

𝑚𝐷𝐸𝑆
=

𝐹∙𝐶𝐼𝑁

𝑚𝐷𝐸𝑆
∙ [𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑡 − ∫

𝐶(𝑡)

𝐶𝐼𝑁
∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑡

0
]    (3) 

where:  

mVOX – VOX mass absorbed [g]; 

mDES - mass of DES (mDES) used to attain complete saturation [g]; 

tsat – saturation time [min] (time when VOX concentration in the 

outlet gas is the same as the initial VOX concentration); 

CIN – Initial concentration of VOX [g/m3]; 

F – Flow rate of the biogas passing through the absorption 

column [m3/s]; 

C(t) – concentration of the VOX in outgoing biogas stream 

measured at intervals during the absorption process [g/m3]. 

 

Absorption rate (N) was calculated using Equation 4: 

𝑁 =
𝐺𝐼𝑁 ∙ 𝑌𝐼𝑁 − 𝐺𝑂𝑈𝑇 ∙ 𝑌𝑂𝑈𝑇

𝐴
      (4) 

where:  

A -  gas–liquid interfacial area [m2]; 

GIN, GOUT – flow rate [mol/s], which were calculated by determining 

the volumetric flow rate of mixed gas and the volume percentage of 

VOX in biogas mixture; 

YIN, YOUT - mole percentage of VOX at inlet, and outlet gas stream. 

The gas hold-up (εG) was measured using the volume expansion 

method 59 (Equation 5): 

 

𝜀𝐺 =
∆𝑉

∆𝑉+𝑉𝐷𝐸𝑆
         (5) 

ΔV – volume expansion after biogas dispersion [m3]; 

VDES – Volume of DES in absorption column [m3]; 

 

The specific gas–liquid interfacial area (a) was calculated using 

Equation 6: 

𝑎 =
6∙𝜀𝐺

𝑑𝑏∙(1−𝜀𝐺)
        (6) 

where: 

db – bubble diameter [m]. 

 

The gas –liquid interfacial area (A) was calculated using 

Equation 7: 
𝐴 = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑉𝐷𝐸𝑆        (7) 

Absorption processes were carried out until the VOX 

concentration in the outlet gas was the same as the initial VOX 

concentration. Each absorption process was repeated three 

times. 

 
Chromatographic analysis 
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Sample of biogas (0.2 mL) before, during, and after the 

absorption process was injected into the gas chromatograph 

Autosystem XL equipped with flame ionization detector (GC-

FID) (PerkinElmer, USA), and HP-5 (30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 μm) 

capillary column (Agilent Technologies, USA) in order to 

determination of VOX in biogas stream. The following 

chromatographic parameters were used in the study: 

temperature of oven 60°C, injection port temperature 250°C, 

injection mode was split 5:1, detector temperature 300°C, the 

carrier gas - nitrogen (flow rate: 1 mL/min). In addition, the 

second part of sample (0.5 mL) before, during, and after the 

absorption process was injected into the gas chromatograph 

MG#5 (SRI Instruments, USA) equipped with thermal 

conductivity detector (GC-TCD), and Porapack Q (80/100, 2mm 

ID) (Restek, USA) packed column in order to studied the 

concentration of CO2, N2, and CH4 in biogas stream. The 

following chromatographic parameters were used: 

temperature of oven 40°C, injection port temperature 60°C, 

detector temperature 80°C, the carrier gas - helium (flow rate: 

5 mL/min). The water concentration in biogas stream was 

analyzed by means of HIH-4000-002 HONEYWELL sensor. 

 
Theoretical studies Theoretical studies 

The structures of DESs, VOXs, and DES-VOX complexes were 

drawn using Avogadro 1.2.0 program.60 The Orca 4.2.1 software 

was applied to optimize the geometries of molecules as well as 

energy interaction between DES and VOX.61 Gas-phase 

equilibrium geometries were fully optimized by means of 

DFT/B3LYP at the 6-311++G** basis set.62 This level of theory is 

preferred to investigate the hydrogen bonding in ILs and DESs 

complexes.34,49,63,64 The configuration of all ingredients and 

DESs complexes were inspected to be local minimum by 

frequency calculations. The interaction energies (ΔEint) of the 

most stable complexes of all DES-VOX were determined at the 

B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory using Equation (8): 

 

    ∆𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑆−𝑉𝑂𝑋 − (𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑆 + 𝐸𝑉𝑂𝑋)     (8) 

 

where:  

EDES-VOX - total energy of DES-VOX complex [kcal/mol];  

EDES - total energy of selected DESs [kcal/mol];  

EVOX - total energy of selected VOX [kcal/mol].  
 

The ΔEint was calculated considering the basis set 

superposition error (BSSE) corrected by means of counterpoise 

procedure.65 Non-covalent interaction analysis (NCI) based on 

Reduced Density Gradient (RDG) was applied in order to explain  

the nature and strength of  the interactions for the studied 

complexes. The Electrostatic Potential Analysis (ESP) was used 

to the visualization of relative polarity as well as total charge 

distribution of the complexes. Both RDG and ESP procedures 

were made using Multiwfn 3.7 program.66–68 The graphical 

representation of the calculated results was made using 

Gnuplot and Visual Molecular Dynamics 1.9.3.69 software. 

 

Results and discussion  
Synthesis and physical properties of DESs 

In the studies, all DESs components, i.e. camphor (C), 

levulinic acid (Lev), syringol (Syr), and guaiacol (Gu) were 

blended with each other in a 1:1 molar ratio. However, only 

mixtures of Syr:Lev (1:1), C:Gu (1:1), Gu:Lev (1:1) were liquids at 

room temperature (RT). The remaining components were 

combined in molar ratios of 0.5:1 and 1:2. As a result of further 

synthesis, an additional liquid complex - C:Lev (1:2) was 

obtained. The other DESs i.e. C:Lev in 0.5:1 molar ratio, C:Syr in 

0.5:1, 1:2 molar ratio, Syr:Gu 0.5:1, 1:2 were solid after cooling 

to RT.  

The melting point (MP) of pure compounds which were used 

to DESs synthesis i.e. C, Lev, Gu, and Syr equal to 180°C, 33°C, 

26°C, and 50°C, respectively. In DESs mixtures meaningful 

depression of MP with respect to pure compounds was 

observed. The largest MP depression was observed for C:Gu 

(1:1) (lower than -48 °C). For the remaining DES, the higher MP 

were observed which were -43 °C, -23 °C, and +8 °C for Gu:Lev 

(1:1); Syr:Lev (1:1), and C:Lev (1:2), respectively. 

Density (ρ) is a typical property for DESs characterization, 

due to the significant impact on the most of technological 

processes. DESs densities are strongly dependent on the 

temperature and exhibit rather higher values than popular 

organic solvents. In our research, all DESs densities were 

measured in the temperature range from 293.15 to 323.15 K. 

The results of the tests are shown in Fig. 2A.  All DESs 

characterized by higher densities than most of the organic 

solvents, which were 1.0287 ± 0.041, 1.0597 ± 0.052, 1.1382± 

0.049, and 1.1675 ± 0.047 g/cm3 for C:Gu (1:1), C:Lev (1:2), 

Gu:Lev (1:1), and Syr:Lev (1:1) respectively at 20°C. The results 

presented in Fig. 2A indicates that densities of DESs decrease 

with temperature increasing. This behavior can be explained by 

increasing activity and molecular mobility, which provide to 

increase of solution molar volume, thereby reducing the 

density.70 

In the next step viscosity (η) of liquid DESs was measured in 

the range of temperature from 293.15 to 323.15 K. Viscosity is an 

important parameter of solvents in many industrial processes in 

which fluid flow systems are used. Most of DESs have higher 

viscosity (>100 cP) compared to water and conventional solvents 

which can generate problems in the pumping, filtering, or stirring.  

Therefore, the dynamic viscosity of absorbents (DESs) should be 

as low as possible. The obtained results indicate that the highest 

viscosity measurement was attained at 20°C for Syr:Lev (1:1) (31.1 

± 1.2 mPas) followed by Gu:Lev (1:1) (30.0 ± 0.9 mPas), and C:Lev 

(1:2) (26.2 ± 0.8 mPas). In turn, the lowest viscosity was obtained 

for C:Gu (1:1) (10.9 ± 0.4  mPas) (Fig. 2B). In addition, similar to 

the observation of density behavior, the dynamic viscosity is 

strongly affected by temperature. As the temperature increases, 

the dynamic viscosity of all new absorbents drastically decreases. 

This is due to the fact that the temperature increase of DES causes 

an increase in the average speed of the molecules in the liquid 

phase which decreases the intermolecular forces.  This can reduce 

the fluid resistance to flow (dynamic viscosity).71 
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Structural characterization of DESs formation 

An experimental studies on DES structural characterization 

In order to experimentally explain the structures of the new 

DESs, the 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded (Fig. 3 and 

Fig. S1–S3). The NMR spectra allow the identification of the atoms 

of HBA and HBD in DESs structures. The obtained results indicate 

that only signals from HBA and HBD are visible in the NMR spectra 

in all of examined DESs. The absence of additional peaks in the 

NMR spectra confirms that the synthesis reaction proceeded 

without additional side reactions. 

In order to determine the interaction between ingredients 

in DESs, the proton and carbon chemical shifts (δδ) were 

calculated. In Syr:Lev (1:1) spectra,  the differences among the 

chemical shift of the proton in the hydroxyl group with 

connection to pure syringol and with connection to DES were 

taken into account. The chemical shift value of the proton in the 

hydroxyl group (-OH) in Syr:Lev (1:1) (δδ H-Syr:Lev = 5.51 ppm) 

comparison to the chemical shift of the in a pure syringol. (δδ 

H-Syr = 5.55 ppm) is decreased by 0.04 ppm (Fig. 3). 

Additionally, the proton chemical shifts influence the carbon 

chemical shifts (δδ). This effect is confirmed by the formation of 

a H-bond between the hydroxyl group (-OH) in syringol and the 

carbonyl group (C=O) in the levulinic acid. Both chemical shifts 

towards lower values of the carbon atom connected to the OH 

group with relative to pure syringol (δδ = 0.21 ppm) and the 

carbon atom from the C=O group with relative to pure levulinic 

acid (δδ = 0.80 ppm) were observed.  

Similar results of chemical shifts were also obtained in 

Gu:Lev (1:1) spectrum. In which the H proton shifts of the -

COOH group with respect to pure levulinic acid (δδ = 0.12 ppm) 

were shifts towards lower values. Additionally, in 1H NMR 

spectrum the lower value of H proton shift of the -OH group 

with respect to pure guiacol, were observed (Fig. S1). In Gu:Lev 

(1:1) spectrum the carbon chemical shifts (δδ) towards lower 

values of the C atom from the ketone group (Lev) (δδ = 0.14) 

and carbon atom connected to OH group (Gu) (δδ = 0.11 ppm) 

with respect to pure the pure components were obtained. This 

indicates that two hydrogen bonds between Gu and Lev were 

formed. In the DES-based on C:Lev (1:2) (Fig. S2) and C:Gu (1:1) 

(Fig. S3) also very similar proton and carbon chemical shifts (δδ) 

can be observed. In the C:Lev (1:2) proton chemical shifts 

towards lower values resulting from the connected the O atom 

from the ketone group (C) to the H atom from of the COOH 

group (Lev), while in C:Gu (1:1) the proton chemical shifts come 

from the connected the O atom from the ketone group (C) to 

the H atom from of the OH group (Gu). The results shifts were 

δδ = 0.10 ppm and δδ = 0.12 ppm, respectively. In addition, in  

C:Lev (1:2) the shifts towards lower values, which are results of 

the formation of hydrogen bonds among two COOH groups 

from two levulinic acid molecules, can be observed. The 

calculated shift was  0.11 ppm. The described proton chemical 
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shifts (δδ) affects towards lower values carbon chemical shifts 

both in the C=O group (C) and in the COOH groups (Lev) in the 

C:Lev (1:2). The observed shifts were δδ = 0.79 ppm and 

δδ=0.25 ppm, respectively.  For the C:Gu (1:1) observed similar 

results. The values of carbon chemical shifts towards lower 

values both in the C=O group (C) and in the C-OH group (Gu) 

were δδ = 0.32 ppm and δδ = 0.05 ppm, respectively. 

In the next part of the studies, Fourier transforms infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to identify structures of new DESs 

and study the interaction between HBA and HBD in DES 

complexes. The FT-IR spectra of pure HBA and HBD components 

and the newly DESs created are shown in Fig. 4. As well known, 

DESs are created on the basis of specific intermolecular 

interactions (such as hydrogen bonds, dipole-dipole 

interactions, or van der Waals forces) between HBA and HBD. 

The location of the bonds depends on the structure of the HBA 

and HBD.  In the FT-IR spectra of Syr:Lev (1:1) the shift of the 

signal corresponding to the of –OH stretching bonds relative to 

pure HBD (syringol) towards lower wavenumbers can be 

observed (Fig. 4). The shift is caused by a hydrogen bond 

formation between syringol and levulinic acid 72. In addition, the 

characteristic shift of the bands corresponding to stretching 

vibrations of the C=O group towards higher wavenumbers (from 

1703.64 cm-1 to 1707.17 cm-1) relative to pure HBA (levulinic 

acid) 73, can be observed. Similar wavenumber shifts can be 

observed for the remaining DES (Fig. S4-S6). 

 
Theoretical studies on DESs formation 

Information from spectroscopic analysis are not 

unambiguous, and they only indicates of existing strong 

hydrogen bonds between HBA and HBD. However, they do not 

indicate the number of hydrogen bonds, their exact location 

and information on weaker interactions, i.e. electrostatic 

interactions in DESs structures. Therefore additional quantum 

mechanical calculation based on DFT analysis was used to gain 

an insight into the non-bonded interactions of all DESs at the 

atomic level.  

The most possible and stable DESs complexes in the gas 

phase were geometry optimized at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level 

of theory. DESs structures after geometric optimization are 

presented in Fig. 5A and Fig. S7. The obtained results show that 

non-bonded interaction can be found between HBA and HBD, 

which can be identified as strong hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) 

because of the distances below 2.5 Å between atoms. In Syr:Lev 

(1:1), the distance between ketone group in Lev and hydroxyl 

group from Syr (=O···H–O) is 1.89 Å. In C:Gu (1:1) is 1.83 Å 

between ketone group in C and hydroxyl group from Gu 

(=O···H–O). In G:Lev (1:1), two H-bond existed between 

hydroxyl group from Gu and ketone group in Lev =O···H–O (1.85 

Å), as well as between hydroxyl group from Lev and methoxy 

group from Gu O–H···O-CH3 (1.83 Å). In C:Lev (1:2) also two 

hydrogen bonds can be identified because of the short 

distances between the ketone group from C and hydroxyl group 

from one of the Lev molecule (=O···H–O) and hydroxyl groups 

from two Lev molecules O–H···H–O.  

 

The classification and identification of all the non-covalent 

interactions (NCI) that exist between DESs components was 

prepared by means of reduced density gradient (RDG) analysis. 

The RDG analysis enables the identification of three types of 

interactions, i.e. H-bonds, van der Waals, and steric repulsion 
49,74,75. Fig. 5B and Fig. S8 show the 2D plots of reduced density 

gradient for Syr:Lev (1:1) and the rest of DESs, respectively. The 

results show that in DESs complexes, three type of NCI co-exist 

including H-bonds which corresponds to the negative sign of 

(λ2)ρ value (from −0.04 to −0.02 au); van der Waals interactions 

-0.01 au < sign (λ2)ρ < 0.01 au; and repulsive effect  (sign (λ2)ρ < 

0.02 au). The graphical interpretation of the obtained results 

are presented in Fig. 5C and Fig. S9, where blue areas represent 

strong attractive effects (H-bonds); red areas indicate strong 

repulsive interactions; green areas denote weaker NCI including 

van der Waals interaction. The results show that the only one 
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H-bond occur between HBA and HBD in Syr:Lev (1:1), and C:Gu 

(1:1). While, in C:Lev (1:2), and Gu:Lev (1:1), two hydrogen 

bonds can be observed in DES complexes. In all DES van der 

Waals interactions can be observed between HBA and HBD, and 

repulsive effect due to the presence of aromatic rings in DESs 

structures. The coexistence of all identified NCI between DES 

components corresponds to the decrease in MP in DES 

complexes in comparison to the melting points of the individual 

compounds 34,43. 

In the next step of theoretical studies, the electrostatic 

potential analysis (EPA) was used to demonstrate the most 

possible and stable regions for the electrophilic attack, and 

predict how various geometries of DESs components could 

interact with each other. A comparison of the generated ESP 

maps for all studied DESs are presented in Fig. 5C and Fig. S10. 

The negative electrostatic potentials are appeared as red, the 

blue indicates positive potential, and green represent the closer 

to zero potentials. The results indicate that the electronegative 

areas are located around oxygen atom in all DESs structures. 

The positive regions are over hydrogen atoms in DESs 

molecules. Due to the fact that, the electronegative region is 

susceptible to an electrophilic attack and electropositive is 

region prone to nucleophilic attack, it can be predicted that the 

electronegative area of HBA will be close to the electropositive 

area of HBD during the DESs formation. All complexes 

presented in Fig. 5C and Fig. S10 confirms this prediction. For 

example, when Lev molecule interacts with Syr molecule, the 

red region located around oxygen atom is attracted to the blue 

region around hydrogen in hydroxyl group from Syr, forming 

hydrogen bond interactions. The same interaction behaviors 

were observed for the remaining DESs. 

 

Absorption of VOX compounds 

In order to systematically compare the absorption 

performance, the effect of several absorption factors including 

temperature, gas type, gas flow rate, inlet concentration, were 

studied. 

 
Effects of DES type on the absorption process 

The VOXs were absorbed in DES at 20°C and 10 kPa pressure. 

The initial concentration of individual VOX compounds were 0,5 

mg/cm3. The VOX removal efficiency was analyzed by gas 

chromatography after every 20 min time intervals. Fig. 6 

presents VOX experimental breakthrough curves of four types 

of DESs. All experimental breakthrough curves could be divided 

into two parts. In the first part of the curves, the significantly 

increased outlet VOXs concentration with the increase in time 

of the process and further gradually reached the breakthrough 

point can be observed. In the next part of the curves, VOXs 

concentration reaches saturation, and no further changes in 

concentration are observed. The obtained shape of equilibrium 

curves is the result of the absorption law, which can be 

explained by the principle of gas–liquid equilibrium of the 

system. In the absorption process, simultaneously the mass 
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transfer of VOX from biogas to DES, and from DES to the biogas 

stream occur. When the VOX concentration in DES reaches a 

certain ratio with the VOX concentration in the biogas stream, 

the rate of VOX mass transfer becomes equal to that of the 

desorption of VOX from DES (gas–liquid dynamic equilibrium).76 

The results indicate that the highest absorption capacity was 

observed for Syr:Lev (1:1) (Fig. 6). The absorption capacity for 

DCM, CF, TCM, TCE, and TCEtOH were 420 ± 22, 360 ± 16, 304 ± 

11, 292 ± 8, and 661 ± 34 mg/g, respectively. Slightly lower 

absorption capacities were obtained for C:Gu (1:1). The 

absorption capacity were 365 ± 14, 320 ± 11, 275 ± 9, 266 ± 8, 

and 561 ± 18 mg/g for DCM, CF, TCM, TCE, and TCEtOH, 

respectively.  

 The obtained results indicate that the absorption capacities 

for the synthesized DES are higher compared to other 

absorbents and solid adsorbents. The absorption capacity of the 

developed DES is up to 100 times greater than that of ionic deep 

eutectic solvents based on quaternary ammonium salts (i.e. 

choline chloride, tetrabutylammonium bromide or 

tetrapropylammonium brmide). 51  Ionic liquids have slightly 

lower absorption capacities compared to the new DES.77 

However, their high price makes them almost impossible to use 

in industrial processes. Higher absorption capacity can be 

obtained for the metal organic framework UiO-66, however, as 

in the case of ILs, the unit price for 1 kg of adsorbent is 79207.2 

€.78 This makes the process completely uneconomical despite 

its high efficiency. The price of new DES varies depending on the 

components used to synthesize them. DESs price can vary from 

24.02 € to 263.5 € per 1 kg. The price is lower than most of the 

absorbents and adsorbents described in the literature. The 

combination of price and high efficiency of VOX removal from 

biogas makes the new DESs have potential for industrial 

applications. The comparison of the available absorption and 

adsorption processes are presented in the Table S1. 

Additionally, for all processes, the absorption rate was 

determined. As expected, the obtained results indicate that 

with the passage of time, a decrease in the absorption rate is 

observed. This is due to the decrease in the number of available 

DES active sites for VOX, which is associated with a reduction in 

the driving force of the absorption process (Fig. 6). 79 In 

addition, the absorption rate decrease due to the decrease in 

the difference between the concentration of impurities in the 

gas and in DES phase. The combination of absorption rate and 

absorption capacity enables a complete evaluation of the 

absorption process, which is very important from an economic 

and an industrial point of view. In Fig. 6, at the point of 

intersection of the absorption curve and absorption rate curve, 

the time during which the absorption process is very fast and 

effective can be determined. After this time is exceeded, the 

absorbent must be regenerated because the absorption process 

becomes ineffective and uneconomical. For Syr:Lev (1:1), the 

time for quick and effective absorption is 193 ± 8, 290 ± 11, 170 

± 5, 252 ± 9, 385 ± 19 min for DCM, CF, TCM, TCE and TCEtOH, 

respectively. It is in some cases 11 times longer compared to C: 

Lev (1: 2).  

 

Effects of temperature on the absorption process 

Under real conditions, the produced biogas is immediately 

introduced into the treatment system. Depending on the 

fermentation method used, the temperature of the raw biogas 

varies from 35 to 40 ° C, or from 50 to 55 ° C for the mesophilic 

and thermophilic method, respectively 80,81. During designing a 

new biogas plant, an economic analysis should be made 22. At 

this stage, it is necessary to decide whether it is more profitable 

to apply additional biogas cooling before purification, or to 

regenerate or replace the absorbent more often. Therefore, it 

is very important to know how the increase in temperature 

affects the absorption capacity. The studies of the influence of 

temperature on VOX absorption efficiency were carried on 

intervals of 20°C, 30°C, 40°C, 50°C, and 60°C. As expected,  the 

capacity of VOX decreases by almost 50% with increasing 

temperature (Fig. 7A and S11). This phenomenon can be 

explained by the exothermic nature of the process for the 

absorption of VOX in DES. Higher temperature weakens the 

interactions between DES and VOX, allowing the VOX to leave 

the absorbent because of increased kinetic energy.82  

 
Effects of gas flow and gas type on the absorption process 

In the next part of the studies, the effect of gas flow rate in 

the range of 25 – 75 mL/min was determined (Fig. 7B and S12). 

The obtained results indicate that in the range tested, the 

biogas flow rate has only a minor effect on the absorption 

capacity of VOX. As the flow rate increases from 25 to 75 

mL/min, the Syr:Lev (1:1) absorption capacity of DCM, CF, TCM, 

TCE, and TCEtOH is slightly reduced from 426 ± 20 to 417 ± 19 

mg/g, from 356 ± 17 to 349 ± 16 mg/g, from 305 ± 14 to 293 ± 

11 mg/g, from 284 ± 14 to 278 ± 14 mg/g, and from 664 ± 22 to 

661 ± 24 mg/g, respectively. Similar results were obtained for 

other DESs. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that 

as the gas flow rate increases, the contact time of the biogas 

stream contained VOXs with the DES is reduced, which 

adversely affects the VOXs absorption process.43 On the other 

hand, in industrial processes, the contaminated gas flow should 

be as high as possible in order to obtain a large volume of clean 

gas in the shortest time. Therefore, 75 mL min was considered 

the optimal flowrate.  

In the real biogas stream, the concentration of methane and 

carbon dioxide ranging from 50 to 80% v/v, and from 15 to 45 

% v/v. Typically the concentration of water vapor and nitrogen 

does not exceed 2% v/v. Therefore in the studies, in order to 

recreate the real biogas stream under laboratory conditions, 

the type of matrix gas including pure nitrogen, pure methane or 

mixture of gases CH4:CO2:N2:H2O in 81:15:2:2, 66:30:2:2, and 

51:45:2:2 v/v were tested. As expected nitrogen was not 

absorbed into DES due to its neutral character. Therefore the 

appearance of N2 in the biogas stream do not effect on the VOX 

absorption efficiency. The use of methane reduced the 

absorption capacity of DES by an average of 0.7% compared to 

nitrogen (Fig. 7B and S12). This is probably due to the 

absorption of CH4 by Syr:Lev (1:1). Absorbed CH4 can bind to 

Syr:Lev (1:1), thus blocking active sites. However, due to the 

only slight reduction in the DES absorption capacity, it can be 
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concluded that the methane is only absorbed to a small extent. 

Which is beneficial for the production of clean bio-methane 

from contaminated biogas. Based on the previous studies, 

methane is absorbed in most DES at a concentration of about 

5%.43,83,84 In commercial technologies (i.e. water scrubber, 

amine scrubber, membrane technologies), methane losses 

ranging from 0.04 to 1.97% v / v are observed.57 Therefore, it 

can be concluded that the new method based on DES is within 

the acceptable range. 

The substances that can negatively affect the removal of 

VOX from biogas are water and carbon dioxide. Both H2O and 

CO2 have active oxygen atoms in their structures, which can 

form strong hydrogen bonds with DES. The strong interaction of 

carbon dioxide and water with DES removes them from the gas 

phase. This is a positive development from the biogas 

purification point of view. However, it can also block the DES 

active sites to which VOX compounds are attached. As a rule, 

water is present in low concentrations in biogas, so its 

importance is lower than CO2. In the real absorption process, 

the biogas is dried before being introduction into the absorption 

column. The drying of the biogas takes place during its cooling. 

Part of the water vapor separates out as condensate. This 

process also removes other undesirable components, water-

soluble gases and aerosols. Gas transmission installations 

include condensate containers in which the water vapor 

condensate formed during cooling is collected. 85 As expected, 

the obtained results indicate that as the concentration of CO2 in 

the biogas increases from 0 to 45% v/v, the absorption 

efficiency of most VOX decreases (Fig. 7C). A reduction in the 

absorptive capacity and rate of VOX can be observed and, 

consequently, a reduction in the effective VOX absorption time 

from 138 to 89 min. However, during VOX absorption from 

biogas containing 30 and 45% v/v CO2, no significant difference 

in VOX absorption capacity and rate was observed. This is most 

likely due to the limited solubility of CO2 in Syr: Lev (1:1). Very 

similar results were obtained for CF, TCE and TCM (Fig. S13). 

Unexpected results were obtained for TCEtOH. With the 

increase in the concentration of carbon dioxide in the biogas at 

the inlet to the column, the absorption efficiency increased 

(absorption rate and capacity). The effective absorption time 

increase from 640 to 1200 min. This is probably because CO2 

molecules that attach to DES create additional active sites to 

which TCEtOH can attach. The -OH group from TCEtOH can both 

form strong hydrogen bonds with DES and CO2. However, the 

increase in CO2 concentration from 30 to 45% v/v did not 

increase the absorption efficiency due to the limited solubility 

of CO2 in DES. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Experimental breakthrough curves of DCM at A) different temperatures for 

Syr:Lev (1:1) (inlet VOX concentration 0.5 mg/cm3; gas flow 50 mL/min; matrix gas 

N2); B) different gas flow rate for Syr:Lev (1:1) (inlet VOX concentration 0.5 mg/cm3; 

temperature 20°C); C) different gas matrix for Syr:Lev (1:1) (inlet VOX concentration 

0.5 mg/cm3; temperature 20°C); D) initial concentration for Syr:Lev (1:1) (gas flow 50 

mL/min; temperature 20°C). 
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Effects of VOXs type and their concentration on the absorption 

process 

The average VOXs concentration in real biogas mostly depends 

on the kind of materials used for bio-methane production. Due 

to the fact that VOXs concentrations are very variable, in the 

next part of the work, the influence of VOXs concentrations in 

the range of 0.5 – 10 mg/cm3 on the absorption process was 

studied. As expected the obtained results indicate that the 

initial concentration of VOXs has only an impact on the 

saturation time, however, it has no effect on the total DES 

absorption capacity (Fig. 7D and S14). Increasing VOXs 

concentration in biogas stream from 0.5 to 1 mg/cm3 did not 

cause any significant differences in saturation time. However, a 

further increase in the concentration to 10 mg/m3 results in a 

noticeable reduction in the absorbent saturation time from 

612.1 to 211.8 min for DCM (Fig. 7D). For the other DESs, the 

same behavior can be observed (Fig. S14). This indicates that 

with an increase of VOXs concentrations from 0.5 to 10.0 

mg/m3, the VOXs removal efficiency gradually decreases. This is 

due to the fact that increasing VOXs concentration increases the 

molar ratio of VOXs/DES, resulting in decreased absorption 

efficiency of VOXs. 
The selectivity of individual VOX was determined by comparing the 

VOX absorption to the sum of all VOX absorption in DES. The 

obtained results indicate that TCEtOH is characterized by the highest 

selectivity (TCEtOH/ΣVOX = 0.32). Slightly lower values were 

obtained for DCM (0.21) and CF (0.18), and the lowest values for TCM 

(0.15) and TCE (0.14). The high selectivity of TCEtOH is due to the 

presence of the -OH group in the structure, which can form strong 

hydrogen bonds with DES components. The remaining VOX do not 

have active groups in their structures, therefore they will interact 

with DES only with weaker electrostatic bonds. On the basis of the 

obtained results, it can be concluded that with the increase in the 

content of chlorine atoms in the VOX structures, the electrostatic 

interactions weaken. For a detailed explanation, see Mechanism of 

absorption. 

Regeneration of DES 

From an industrial and economic point of view, absorbents 

regeneration is a very important factor due to the fact that 

multiple uses of absorbent significantly reduces the cost of the 

process 22. “The obtained results as expected indicate that 

desorption efficiency increases with increasing temperature 

from 20 to 100°C. The highest desorption efficiency of VOXs was 

obtained at 100°C. At 100°C, the complete desorption time was 

60 minutes. However, at 80°C, the time necessary for the 

desorption increased to 180 minutes. Below 80 °C, even after 

700 minutes of the process, 100% VOX removal from DES was 

not achieved. The similar results were obtained in previous 

studies.86 The effect of temperature on VOXs desorption in 

Syr:Lev (1:1) is presented in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8A and S15, 

absorption capacity is only slightly lost after ten cycles 

(absorption- desorption). In addition, a comparison of the FT-IR 

spectra of fresh DES and DES after ten cycles of absorption-

desorption shows no additional peaks or band shifts Fig. 8B. This 

indicates that Sy:Lev (1:1) is stable during multiple cycles can be 

reused as VOXs absorbent. In similar conditions, ILs based on 1-

butyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate [Bmim][SCN] show only 

up to five effective DCM absorption-desorption cycles.77 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 VOXs absorption/desorption cycles of Syr:Lev (1:1): A) Effect of temperature on 

Syr:Lev (1:1) desorption; B) Experimental breakthrough curves of DCM after 

absorption/desorption cycles  (gas flow 70 mL/min; matrix gas N2;  temperature 20°C); 

C) FT-IR spectrum of fresh  Syr:Lev (1:1) and regenerated DES. 
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Mechanism of absorption 

In order to explain the absorption mechanism, DESs - VOX 

complexes were characterized by FT-IR, as well as quantum 

mechanical calculations. The FT-IR spectra of Syr:Lev (1:1) 

before and after absorption of selected volatile organic 

halogens are present in Fig. 9A and S16. The comparison of the 

spectrum of pure Syr:Lev (1:1) with Syr:Lev (1:1) after TCEtOH 

absorption show the shift of the -OH bands towards higher 

values from 3418.39 cm-1 to 3446.81 cm-1, as well as the 

carbonyl group towards higher values from  1707.17 cm-1 to 

1712.82 cm-1 (Fig. S15). The increase in the intensity of the -OH 

and C=O band confirms the formation of a hydrogen bond 

between Syr:Lev (1:1), and the TCEtOH.87 In addition, in the DES 

spectrum after absorption TCEtOH in the range 1097.76-714.13 

cm-1 the vibrations which should be assigned to the C-O 

stretching bond (1086.64 cm-1), C-Cl bond (807.95 cm-1), and C-

H bending bond (709.96 cm-1) present in pure TCEtOH are 

visible, which confirms further interaction between Syr:Lev 

(1:1) and TCEtOH.88  In the FT-IR spectra after the absorption of 

DCM, CF, TCM, and TCE (Fig. 9A and S16) one can notice a shift 

of the -OH group and the C=O group towards higher 

wavenumber values. The observed changes confirm that the 

absorption process may take place through the formation of 

weak hydrogen bonds between the COOH group (derived from 

Syr:Lev) and the chlorine atom (derived from VOX). Similar 

results can be observed for C:Lev (1:2), C:Gu (1:1), and G:Lev 

(1:1) (Fig. S17-S19). 

The results of calculation studies indicate that non-bonded 

interaction exists between both components of DESs and all 

VOXs (Fig. 9B and S20-S23). Theoretically, chloride atoms of 

VOXs can interact with hydroxyl groups of DES (C-Cl⋯HO), or 

the C-H group can interact with carbonyl (C-H⋯O=) or hydroxyl 

groups of DESs (C-H⋯OH) forming weak hydrogen bonds.89,90 

However, C-H and Cl-C groups are a weak donor and very weak 

acceptor, respectively. These groups can form only weak 

hydrogen bonds. In the optimized complexes of Syr:Lev (1:1) – 
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DCM, Syr:Lev (1:1) – CF, Syr:Lev (1:1) – TCM, and  Syr:Lev (1:1) 

– TCE, the distances between hydroxyl groups of DES 

components  

and chloride atoms of VOXs are higher than 2.5 Å, which 

indicates the absence of hydrogen bonds, and another 

interaction must play a major role in removing VOXs from the 

biogas stream. A similar phenomenon was observed for the 

remaining DES. Only in Syr:Lev (1:1) – TCEtOH complex, two H-

bonds exist between the hydroxyl group of TCEtOH and 

hydroxyl groups of Syr and Lev -OH⋯HO (1.79 and 1.8 Å), which 

may affect the higher absorption of TCEtOH compared to other 

VOX. On the other hand, it can be observed that when the 

TCEtOH molecule is attached to Syr:Lev (1:1), H-bond between 

Syr and Lev in DES becomes weaker. Similar behavior can be 

observed in Gu:Lev (1:1) -TCEtOH complex, in which one of the 

existed hydrogen bonds between Gu and Lev has been broken, 

and in its place an additional hydrogen bond between the 

carbonyl group of Lev and hydroxyl group of TCEtOH =O⋯HO 

(1.94 Å) was formed. In C:Lev (1:2) – TCEtOH and C:Gu (1:1) – 

TCEtOH complexes, additional hydrogen bonds were formed 

between DESs and TCEtOH, and existing hydrogen bonds 

between DES components were not weakened or broken, which 

indicate the high stability of DESs during the absorption process. 

The obtained results of reduced density gradient analysis show 

that van der Waals interactions occur in all DES-VOX complexes, 

with the exception of DES-TCEtOH complexes in which both 

hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions are coexisted 

(Fig. 9CD and S24-S31). The green surfaces of the van der Waals 

interaction increase following the order of C:Lev (1:2) < G:Lev 

(1:1) < C:Gu (1:1) < Syr:Lev (1:1), which is in line with the results 

obtained for the absorption processes. The obtained results 

show that the non-covalent interactions (mainly van der Waals) 

are the main driving force for DCM, CF, TCM, and TCE removal 

from gas streams. While coexisting H-bonds and electrostatic 

interactions are responsible for the effective removal of 

TCEtOH.  

The results of the electrostatic potential analysis of the VOXs 

compounds indicate that the electropositive areas are located 

around hydrogen atoms in DCM, CF, and TCEtOH. The 

electronegative areas are located around the oxygen and 

chloride atoms in VOX, and the neutral regions are located close 

to carbon atoms (Fig. 9E and S32-S35). When VOXs (with 

exception of TCEtOH) interacts with DESs, the electropositive 

region located around hydrogen atoms in all DESs is attracted 

to the electronegative area located close to chloride atoms in 

VOX. While, when TCEtOH interacts with DESs, the 

electropositive region located around the H atom in the 

hydroxyl group is attracted to the electronegative region 

located close to oxygen in the hydroxyl group, forming the H-

bond interaction. The obtained interaction energy (ΔEint) 

between all studied DESs and VOXs are presented in Table 1. 

The more negative values of interaction energies indicate 

stronger interactions between DES and VOX. It can be observed 

that, the ΔEint followed a similar trend to that of the 

experimental absorption capacity of VOX (C:Lev (1:2) > G:Lev 

(1:1) > C:Gu (1:1) > Syr:Lev (1:1)). Moreover, taking into account 

the individual VOX, the interaction energy can be ranked as 

follows TCE ~ TCM > DCM > TCEtOH, which is also in line with 

the results obtained experimentally. 

Table 1 Interaction energies between DES and VOX. 

 Conclusions   

New deep eutectic solvents composed of natural ingredients 

were successfully applied for the removal of volatile 

organochlorine compounds from the biogas stream in the 

absorption process. The influence of several absorption 

parameters i.e. type of DES, gas flowrate, kind of matrix gas, 

temperature, and initial concentrations of VOXs on absorption 

process were studied. It was found that the Syr:Lev (1:1) has the 

highest absorption capacity of VOXs, at 20°C. The other 

parameters, i.e. the initial concentration of VOXs and the gas 

flow, only affect the extension or reduction of the DES 

saturation time. However, they do not significantly affect the 

DES absorption capacity. In optimal conditions, the absorption 

capacity of DCM, CF, TCM, TCE, and TCEtOH were 304, 420, 360, 

292, and 661 mg/g, respectively. The obtained results of the 

absorption capacity for DCM are higher by about 98 mg/g 

compared to the results obtained with the use of ILs based on 

[Bmim][SCN].77 After the absorption process, Syr:Lev (1:1) was 

successfully regenerated by means of nitrogen barbotage at 

100°C in one hour. The obtained results demonstrated that the 

absorption capacities of Syr:Lev (1:1) did not change after ten 

absorption-desorption cycles which confirms the stable 

reusable capacity. The theoretical and experimental studies on 

the mechanism of DESs formation and VOX absorption indicate 

that both h-bonding and van der Waals interaction between 

DES components contributes to stable eutectic mixtures 

formation. In addition, depending on the type of VOXs, only van 

der Waals or both hydrogen bonds and van der Waals 

interactions are the main driving forces for the removal of VOXs 

from model biogas. Therefore, the proposed procedure based 

on DESs has great potential for the purification of the real 

biogas streams, and is in line with the green engineering 

strategy as well as the European Union's strategy for obtaining 

renewable energy. 
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